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Confi dence isn’t just for public speaking. 

It’s an attitude that steers you through 

life. And if you weren’t born with it, you 

can always borrow it from the New 

ŠKODA Fabia. With its sharp, angular 

lines it’s way too bold to be shy.

But its confi dence isn’t just locked 

in its looks. Being a thoroughbred 

ŠKODA means its character is 

strengthened by numerous Simply Clever 

details both large and small yet always 

thoughtful, such as the multimedia 

bracket that keeps your smartphone 

safely secured and within easy reach.

This is the New ŠKODA Fabia.
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DESIGN
I generate more likes on the street than on Facebook.
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EXTERIOR
DESIGN
Don’t beg for attention, steal it. Start with getting dressed 

to impress, then leave them gasping for air. Turn heads 

wherever you go. Attract secret admirers at every corner.

The new Fabia turns heads whichever way it turns. Sharp lines and strong curves defi ne its 

rear, creating an attractive play of light and shadow. ŠKODA’s unmistakable design language is 

spelt out in the crystal-shaped space for the license plate. The rear of the car also features the 

familiar illuminated C-shaped rear lights, now with a glossy black framing. 9



The front of the new Fabia radiates strength and confi dence. The grille is designed with vertical bars, with 

the ŠKODA badge prominently placed on the bonnet. Lines running down the bonnet further emphasise its 

stunning appearance.

The new Fabia is as beautiful as it is dynamic. The dance between light and shadow continues, 

with distinctive lines running sideways along with the cut-out lines in the lower door section.
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The combi version is proof that form and function can live under the same roof. Its 

sharp, clean lines cleverly enfold the unrivalled space inside. View it from any angle and 

its perfectly balanced proportions won’t fail to impress. It’s a great example of dynamic 

design working in harmony with practicality, as highlighted by the functional yet elegant 

roof railings. 
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The side indicators have now been moved into the external rear-view mirror caps, 

elevating the overall impression of the new Fabia by another notch.

Headlamp covers with crystal edges in the lower section reveal the brilliance reminiscent of Bohemian cut-glass masters. The top headlamp option 

is fi tted with a black background and LEDs for daylight driving. You can further equip your Fabia with fog lamps with the corner function.

The panoramic glass roof, available for both the hatchback and combi versions, stretches all the way from the 

windscreen to the roof spoiler. And when needed, you can roll a screen across to shield yourself from the sun.
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Your car should be your signature. 

Designed exclusively for the hatchback 

version, ColourConcept offers many options 

to personalise your new Fabia. 

Your car should be your signature. 

Designed exclusively for the hatchback 

version, ColourConcept offers many options 

to personalise your new Fabia. 

COLOUR
CONCEPT

Red ColourConcept*

White ColourConcept

Silver ColourConcept

Choose the roof, side mirrors and wheels in white, 

silver, red or black and match them with a selection of 

colours for the main body.

Black ColourConcept

You were born with a colour-muscle. Flex it. 

Marry the whites to the reds or the yellows 

to the blacks and the world will no longer 

wait for sun and rain to witness a rainbow.

*  The Red ColourConcept will be available from January 2015.
For the complete list of colour combinations please visit our website.
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INTERIOR 
DESIGN
You have their attention. Good. Now take them inside. Show them there’s more to you than what met their awestruck eyes. 

Convince them that true beauty lies within.

Equally captivating is the car’s interior, brimming with quality materials and precise workmanship wherever you look. An emphasis on horizontal lines 

and fi ne-tuned ergonomics makes the interior of this compact car comfortable, self-assured and surprisingly spacious.
The new Fabia provides extraordinary space for your friends or family in the rear seats.

The noble steel foot pedal covers are stylish plus 

enhance the driver’s comfort.

You will enjoy the feeling of freedom 

and space with the panoramic glass roof.
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INTERIOR OPTIONS

The Active version interior includes 

black decorative elements, such as 

door handles, air-ventilation frames and 

instrument dial frames.

Active Black interior

Active Black interior

Active

Ambition Grey interior, Basket Matt décor

Ambition Red interior, Light Brushed décor Ambition Blue interior, Piano White décor

Ambition Blue interior, Piano White décor

Ambition Grey interior, Light Brushed décor

The Ambition version interior includes 

decorative chrome elements such as 

door handles, air-ventilation frames, 

instrument dial frames and steering 

wheel details. You can choose from 

a number of seat upholstery and décor 

colour combinations. The standard 

equipment covers electric front windows 

and height-adjustable driver seat.

Ambition
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The exclusive sports seats in a special 

design underline the dynamic character 

of your car. They are available for the 

Ambition and Style versions as extra 

equipment.

Sports seats

Sports seats

Sports seats

Style Black interior, Basket Matt décor

Style Blue interior, Piano White décor Style Beige interior, Piano Black décor

Style Beige interior, Piano Black décor

Style Black interior, Dark Brushed décor

The Style version interior also includes 

decorative chrome elements. You can choose 

from a number of seat upholstery and décor 

colour combinations. The standard equipment 

covers Easy Start, air-conditioning, Blues radio, 

height-adjustable driver and front passenger 

seats, leather steering wheel.

Style
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SIMPLY
CLEVER

Forget software. I hack life.Forget software. I hack life.
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Hack your life. Make it easier. Make it simpler. Find the little things that make a big difference. 

Call it paying attention to details. Or as we call it, Simply Clever.

The storage compartments in both rear 

doors can hold a 0.5-litre bottle (pictured), 

while the front doors can hold a 1.5-litre 

bottle.

The closed storage compartment in the dashboard 

has enough room to fi t a 1-litre bottle inside.

Bottle holders Glove compartmentPockets Refl ective vest compartmentMultimedia bracket Waste basket
You can drive with personal appliances, like your smartphone, 

safely stored in the multimedia bracket situated in the dual 

drinks holder on the central console.

Put small items of rubbish, like snack wrappers, 

into the waste basket, which can be easily removed 

and emptied. It can be inserted into the storage 

compartment in the front door panelling. 

Storage pockets on the insides of the front 

seat backrests can carry a map, mobile phone 

or other small items.

Vests can be located in the storage 

compartments in the front door, ensuring they 

are always within reach.

INTERIOR STORAGE
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LUGGAGE
COMPARTMENT
Store it. Hang it. Lift it. Lock it. Stretch the spacious luggage 

compartment even further with ingenious details that 

will make your world rock, but never roll.

Net programme Mid-level fl oor Bicycle holder
A set of nets in varying sizes will keep order in your 

luggage compartment and will prevent luggage from 

sliding around.

This special equipment for the combi version places 

the bottom of the luggage compartment on the 

loading edge level, facilitating easier luggage handling. 

In addition, it provides a discrete storage place.  

The interior bicycle holder will allow you to 

comfortably transport two bicycles inside the 

combi version.

The new Fabia’s spacious luggage 

compartment runs some impressive 

numbers: the hatchback offers 330 litres 

with the seats up and 1,150 litres with the 

rear seats folded, while the combi offers 

530/1,395 litres.

Capacity

Shelf Folding hooks Flexible storage compartment
The 2-position luggage compartment shelf in the 

hatchback version, when fi xed in the lower position, 

allows for the transport of fragile objects.

Your shopping will be safe from spilling out of 

the bags when hung on the hooks.

This handy accessory can be used to fi x smaller 

objects in place.
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TECHNO
LOGY

My toys also serve as my tools.
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INFOTAINMENT 
Teach your smartphone to be smarter. Introduce it to your other love, your car.

Make them speak the same language. Go anywhere. Be anyone. Do anything. But keep all your lives in sync.

MirrorLink™
Your car and smartphone are now in perfect sync. With 

the MirrorLink™ system, your radio display will mirror the 

information from your smartphone. All installed applications 

that are certifi ed as safe for vehicles are compatible with 

MirrorLink™.*

Enjoy your ride long after it’s over. With the SmartGate system, 

you can connect your smartphone to your car via Bluetooth 

to read interesting data about your car like driving economy, 

driving dynamics or service information.*

SmartGate

The Bolero radio has an advanced menu 

and functions, as well as a very comfortable 

and precise touch control. You can even 

use it to set the car menu. The SD card 

slot is located in the glove compartment.

Bolero radio

Turn your car into an amphitheatre. Developed in collaboration with a leading audio brand, the 

ŠKODA Surround sound system employs six speakers. Special software can additionally employ 

two virtual speakers in the front and rear. The system can also create a virtual yet impressive 

subwoofer.

ŠKODA Surround

WeatherPro AudiotekaAUPEO!
Personal Radio

Sygic
Car Navigation

Parkopedia
Parking

* Visit our website for usage terms and compatibility information for MirrorLink™ or SmartGate.
** Applications are compatible also with MirrorLink™.

Drive** G-MeterMFA Pro** Performance ServiceMotorSound** 
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COMFORT

Electrically-adjustable windows

Electrically-adjustable and heated
external mirrors 

KESSY / Easy Start Climatronic air conditioning
The controls for the front windows are conveniently located in the 

door panelling. If you decide on the electrically-adjustable rear 

windows, you’ll also get the child’s safety lock.

Multifunctional steering wheel
The attractive multifunctional leather steering wheel is not 

only pleasurable to grip, but enables you to control radio, 

Maxi DOT and your connected phone.  

Rain and Light Assistants
Your drive will be even safer and more pleasant now 

that you can leave turning on and off the lights and 

wipers to the Rain and Light Assistants.

The new Fabia can be equipped with KESSY (Keyless Entry, 

Start and exit SYstem) or with the simpler version called 

Easy Start. A start/stop button for keyless switching on 

and off the engine is located on the steering column.

The electronic air conditioning isn’t just a hard worker during 

the hot summer months. It will also ensure maximum comfort 

all year round and, thanks to the humidity sensor, will even deal 

with a steamed-up windscreen. 

You can easily set the seat according to your height so you feel as comfortable 

as at home and have an ideal view from the car.

Height-adjustable front seats 

The rear-view mirrors can be quickly adjusted and defrosted or 

defogged from the comfort of your seat without having to open 

the windows.

Take a deep breath. Seize comfort like you 

seize attention. Relax on the longest journeys 

without breaking a sweat. Take complete 

command of your life, but always look 

comfortable doing it.
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Box under front seats

Parking sensors

SunSet

When you need to display a parking ticket in a visible place, 

the solution is simple. The car is equipped with a parking ticket 

holder under the windscreen.

A hinged storage box for various small objects can be found 

under both front seats.

Ice scraper
The green ice scraper, mounted on the 

fuel cap, is within reach if you need it 

and it’s not a problem to replace it there 

when wet.

Sunglasses compartment
Ticket holder

Parking the new Fabia is easy with the 

assistance of the front and rear parking 

sensors, which use visual and audio 

signals to report the distance from 

obstacles.

Passengers in the rear seats will enjoy effective protection from direct sunlight 

and a greater sense of privacy provided by SunSet, a high-performance tinted glass.

The front armrest, which 

conceals a storage compartment 

for small items, increases the 

comfort of both the driver and 

front passenger. 

Your stylish shades deserve a special safe place. The sunglasses 

compartment is located above the interior rear-view mirror.

Front armrest
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I take risks in life, not on the road.

SAFETY
39



The SpeedLimiter won’t let you exceed 

speed limits. Only a sharp thrust on the gas 

pedal to engage full throttle will deactivate 

the speed limiter, for safety reasons of 

course.

SpeedLimiter

The ESC (Electronic Stability Control) 

is further refi ned in the new Fabia. XDS+ 

(electronically controlled differential) 

allows you to hug corners more safely 

and dynamically. When some of the front 

airbags are activated, a new feature, 

the MKB (multi-collision braking system), 

eliminates out-of-control skidding.

ESC

Front Assistant
Using a radar in the front bumper, the Front 

Assistant initiates an audio/visual signal, using 

Maxi DOT, to warn about an impending collision. 

If the driver fails to respond, the system initiates 

braking to minimise any possible impact.

Driver Activity Assistant 
The Driver Activity Assistant evaluates data from 

the power steering sensors to detect any driver 

fatigue behaviour. In such cases, the Maxi DOT 

display warns the driver to take a break.

ASSISTANCE
SYSTEMS
Get an extra pair of hands. Let technology help you do what you love 

doing. Remain in the limelight thanks to guardians who remain hidden.
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The new Fabia is equipped with six airbags as standard to provide maximum safety 

to the driver as well as the crew.* These include head, front and front side airbags. 

The most valuable load is often transported in the rear. Those in the back of the 

car will appreciate the option of equipping the rear seats with a third headrest 

designed for the passenger in the middle seat.

SAFETY

* Applies to EU countries.

Take your chances, but none while driving. Indulge in style without skimping on safety.

Attract all the attention without attracting any risks. Take care of things while still being carefree.
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I know how to get the most out of what I’ve got.

PERFORMANCE
45



PERFORMANCE
Make the streets your playground. Zig, zag, then zig some more 

through traffi c. Get there and back and stop everywhere in 

between. Accomplish all of this with engines that use less fuel 

and are more environmentally-friendly, but won’t compromise 

on power.

The Start-Stop system saves fuel 

by automatically switching off the 

engine when idle. The new Fabia 

version even responds to different 

preset situations for increased 

fuel effi ciency.

Start-Stop system

Even power comes in different fl avours. A reliable daily commute demands the agile 3-cylinder engines. However, the need 

for speed is best served by one of the dynamic 4-cylinder TSI engines. But where you don’t have a choice is with the 

excellent reliability and fuel effi ciency of all our modern petrol and diesel engines.

Engines
Manual transmission addicts can choose between the 5 or 

6-speed transmission, depending on the selected engine. 

Both options offer precise and easy gear shifts thanks to 

the short gears. If you’d rather enjoy absolute power in 

absolute comfort, there’s the automatic DSG (Direct 

Shift Gearbox) transmission.

Transmission
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CUSTOMISATION
One of many? No, I am one in a million.
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COLOURS

Race Blue metallic Pacifi c Blue uni Sprint Yellow uni

Rallye Green metallicBrilliant Silver metallic Rio Red metallic Laser White uni

Topaz Brown metallic Denim Blue metallic

Candy White uni

Moon White metallic Corrida Red uni

Black Magic pearl effect Cappuccino Beige metallic   Metal Grey metallic

Great exterior design must be dressed in great colours. 

The new Fabia offers a range of hues to paint the town 

any colour you like. 51



WHEELS

* Available from the 1st quarter of 2015.

16" Beam alloy white wheels17" Prestige alloy wheels 17" Clubber alloy wheels 16" Beam alloy silver wheels 16" Beam alloy red wheels17" Savio alloy glossy black wheels*

15" steel wheels with Dentro hub covers16" Beam alloy black wheels 16" Rock alloy wheels 15" Carme alloy wheels 15" Mato alloy wheels 14" steel wheels with Flair hub covers
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UPHOLSTERY
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Ambition Blue interior Style Black interiorActive Black interior Style Beige interior

Ambition Red interior Style Blue interiorAmbition Grey interior Sports seats 55



STYLE GUIDE

It’s my way on the highway. 

With the exterior colour options in the ColourConcept section, plus the 

interior colour combinations, there are a mind-boggling 125 possible 

combinations to choose from.

So, to help you decide on the best mix we created a guide to show you which 

exterior-interior combinations work best. So you get maximum impact with 

the minimum of fuss.  

Which mix fi ts your style?
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1  Sprint Yellow uni

2  Black ColourConcept

3  Style Black interior

(also recommended with Ambition 

Grey and Active Black interiors)

1 3

2

The ColourConcept is exclusively designed for the hatchback version.
The combi version can be fi tted with colour wheels.
For the complete list of colour combinations please visit our website.

1  Black Magic pearl effect 

2  Silver ColourConcept

3  Ambition Red interior

1  Race Blue metallic

2  White ColourConcept

3  Style Blue interior

(also recommended with Ambition 

Blue interior)

1 3

2

1 3

2

1  Corrida Red uni

2  Black ColourConcept

3  Active Black interior

(also recommended with Ambition 

Grey and Style Black interiors)
1 3

2
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1   Black Magic pearl effect

2  Silver ColourConcept

3  Style Beige interior

1  Pacifi c Blue uni

2  Silver ColourConcept

3  Ambition Blue interior

(also recommended

with Style Blue interior)
1 3

2

1 3

2

1  Metal Grey metallic

2  Silver ColourConcept

3  Style Beige interior

1 3

2

1 Moon White metallic

2 Black ColourConcept

3 Ambition Red interior

1  Corrida Red uni

2  White ColourConcept

3  Ambition Grey interior

(also recommended with 

Active Black and Style 

Black interiors)

1  Cappuccino Beige metallic

2  Black ColourConcept

3  Style Black interior

(also recommended with 

Active Black and Ambition 

Grey interiors)

1 3

2

1 3

2

1 3

2
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ACCESS
ORIES

What I carry carries my signature. 

63
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ACCESSORIES

The child seat Wavo 1-2-3 offers big comfort

to small passengers aged 3-12 years (15-36 kg), 

besides meeting the strict Euro NCAP safety 

standards.

High-quality textile foot mats with the Fabia 

logo make the interior more comfortable 

and cosy.

Easy-to-clean rubber foot mats protect 

the interior during inclement weather.

The distinct style can be further underlined by the 16" Italia alloy wheels in white, silver or black. 

Decorative door sill covers with aluminium inserts 

underline the car’s unique design, besides protecting 

the door sills against mechanical damage.

Rear mud fl aps protect the chassis from 

mud and fl ying stones. 

Make life a work-in-progress. Keep building and keep 

tweaking until it’s exactly what you want. Don’t settle 

for mere extras. Let the add-ons add to who you are.

Lockable ski and snowboard box 

combines practicality, style and safety. 

      It carries up to 5 pairs of skis or 4 snowboards.

You can securely attach racks and holders, such as a bicycle 

carrier, ski and snowboard box, onto the basic roof rack.
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Women’s and men’s hoodie Women’s and men’s T-shirt

Felt tablet case Baseball cap

MERCHANDISING
Be the biggest fan of what you love. And if you love 

it, show it. Wear your heart on your sleeve. Or in your 

hand, on your head and a whole lot of places. 

The items featured above represent only a small selection. To see the entire merchandise range, contact your nearest authorised ŠKODA partner.

Felt keyring
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Technical specifi cations – Fabia 
Engine 1.0 MPI/44 kW 1.0 MPI/55 kW 1.2 TSI/66 kW 1.2 TSI/81 kW 1.4 TDI CR DPF/66 kW 1.4 TDI CR DPF/77 kW

Petrol engine Petrol engine Turbocharged petrol engine, 
high-pressure direct 

injection system 

Turbocharged petrol engine, 
high-pressure direct 

injection system 

Turbocharged diesel engine,
high-pressure direct

injection common rail system

Turbocharged diesel engine,
high-pressure direct

injection common rail system
Cylinders/Cubic capacity (cc) 3/999 3/999 4/1,197 4/1,197 3/1,422 3/1,422
Max. performance/Revs (kW/min-1) 44/5,000–6,000 55/6,200 66/4,400–5,400 81/4,600–5,600 66/3,000–3,250 77/3,500–3,750
Max. torque/Revs (Nm/min-1) 95/3,000–4,300 95/3,000–4,300 160/1,400–3,500 175/1,400–4,000 230/1,750–2,500 250/1,750–2,500
Air pollution regulation EU6 EU6 EU6 EU6 EU6 EU6
Fuel Unleaded petrol, 

RON 95/91*
Unleaded petrol, 

RON 95/91*
Unleaded petrol, 

RON 95
Unleaded petrol, 

RON 95
Diesel Diesel

Performance
Maximum speed (km/h) 160 172 182 196 182 193
Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s) 15.7 14.7 10.9 9.4 11.1 10.1
Fuel consumption 99/100 (l/100 km)
– urban 5.7 5.8 6.0 6.1 (5.8) 4.0 (4.0) 3.9
– extra-urban 4.1 4.2 4.0 4.0 (4.1) 3.1 (3.4) 3.3
– combined 4.7 4.8 4.7 4.8 (4.7) 3.4 (3.6) 3.5
CO2 emissions (g/km) 106 108 107 110 (109) 88 (94) 90
Turning circle diameter (m) 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4

Power transmission
Type Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive
Clutch Hydraulic single 

dry clutch disc 
Hydraulic single 
dry clutch disc 

Hydraulic single 
dry clutch disc 

Hydraulic single dry clutch 
disc (Twin coaxial clutch,

electro-hydraulically operated)

Hydraulic single dry clutch 
disc (Twin coaxial clutch,

electro-hydraulically operated)

Hydraulic single 
dry clutch disc 

Transmission Manual 5-speed Manual 5-speed Manual 5-speed Manual 6-speed
(Automatic 7-speed DSG)

Manual 5-speed 
(Automatic 7-speed DSG)

Manual 5-speed 

Weight
Kerb weight 
– in standard version with a 75kg driver (kg) 1,055 1,055 1,109 1,129 (1,154) 1,156 (1,186) 1,165

Payload – incl. a driver and extra equipment (kg) 530 530 530 530 530 530
Total weight (kg) 1,510 1,510 1,564 1,584 (1,609) 1,611 (1,641) 1,620
Trailer load without brakes (max. kg) 520 520 550 560 (570) 570 (590) 580
Trailer load with brakes – 12% (max. kg) 800 800 1,000 1,100 1,100 1,100

Body 5-seater, 5-door, 2-compartment Exterior dimensions
Drag coeffi cient Cw 0.316–0.325 according to engine version Length (mm) 3,992

 Width (mm) 1,732
Chassis Height (mm) 1,467
Front axle McPherson suspension with lower triangular links and torsion stabiliser Wheel base (mm) 2,470
Rear axle Compound link crank-axle Track front/rear (mm) – according to engine version 1,463; 1,457/1,457; 1,451
Braking system Hydraulic dual-diagonal circuit braking system vacuum assisted Clearance (mm) 133
– front brakes Disc brakes with inner cooling and with single-piston fl oating calliper
– rear brakes Drum brakes; alternatively disc brakes depending on engine version Interior dimensions
Steering Direct rack-and-pinion steering with electro-mechanic power steering Lateral room front/rear (mm) 1,401/1,386
Wheels 5.0J x 14"; 6.0J x 15" according to engine version Effective head room front/rear (mm) 1,021/963
Tyres 175/70 R14; 185/60 R15 according to engine version Luggage storage space (max. l)

– without spare tyre, with rear seat backrests upright/down 330/1,150
Tank capacity (l) 45 – with spare tyre the values are lower by 25 l

  The listed values apply to the standard model 
  without extra equipment. 

 * Using low-octane fuel may affect engine performance.

 ( )  Applies to versions with automatic transmission.
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Body 5-seater, 5-door, 2-compartment Exterior dimensions
Drag coeffi cient Cw 0.302–0.309 according to engine version Length (mm) 4,257

 Width (mm) 1,732
Chassis Height (mm), with/without roof rack 1,488/1,467
Front axle McPherson suspension with lower triangular links and torsion stabiliser Wheel base (mm) 2,470
Rear axle Compound link crank-axle Track front/rear (mm) – according to engine version 1,463; 1,457/1,457; 1,451
Braking system Hydraulic dual-diagonal circuit braking system vacuum assisted Clearance (mm) 135
– front brakes Disc brakes with inner cooling and with single-piston fl oating calliper
– rear brakes Drum brakes; alternatively disc brakes depending on engine version Interior dimensions
Steering Direct rack-and-pinion steering with  electro-mechanic power steering Lateral room front/rear (mm) 1,401/1,386
Wheels 5.0J x 14"; 6.0J x 15" Effective head room front/rear (mm) 1,021/967
Tyres 175/70 R14; 185/60 R15 Luggage storage space (max. l)

– without spare tyre, with rear seat backrests upright/down 530/1,395
Tank capacity (l) 45 – with spare tyre the values are lower by 25 l

Engine 1.0 MPI/55 kW 1.2 TSI/66 kW 1.2 TSI/81 kW 1.4 TDI CR DPF/66 kW 1.4 TDI CR DPF/77 kW

Petrol engine Turbocharged petrol engine, 
high-pressure direct 

injection system 

Turbocharged petrol engine, 
high-pressure direct 

injection system 

Turbocharged diesel engine,
high-pressure direct

injection common rail system

Turbocharged diesel engine,
high-pressure direct

injection common rail system
Cylinders/Cubic capacity (cc) 3/999 4/1,197 4/1,197 3/1,422 3/1,422
Max. performance/Revs (kW/min-1) 55/6,200 66/4,400–5,400 81/4,600–5,600 66/3,000–3,250 77/3,500–3,750
Max. torque/Revs (Nm/min-1) 95/3,000–4,300 160/1,400–3,500 175/1,400–4,000 230/1,750–2,500 250/1,750–2,500
Air pollution regulation EU6 EU6 EU6 EU6 EU6
Fuel Unleaded petrol, 

RON 95/91*
Unleaded petrol, 

RON 95
Unleaded petrol, 

RON 95
Diesel Diesel

Performance
Maximum speed (km/h) 175 185 199 184 196
Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s) 14.9 11.0 9.6 11.3 10.2
Fuel consumption 99/100 (l/100 km)
– urban 5.8 6.0 6.1 (5.8) 4.0 (4.0) 4.0
– extra-urban 4.2 4.0 4.0 (4.1) 3.1 (3.4) 3.3
– combined 4.8 4.7 4.8 (4.8) 3.4 (3.6) 3.5
CO2 emissions (g/km) 109 107 110 (110) 89 (94) 92
Turning circle diameter (m) 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.4

Power transmission
Type Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive Front-wheel drive
Clutch Hydraulic single 

dry clutch disc 
Hydraulic single 
dry clutch disc 

Hydraulic single dry clutch 
disc (Twin coaxial clutch,

electro-hydraulically operated)

Hydraulic single dry clutch 
disc (Twin coaxial clutch,

electro-hydraulically operated)

Hydraulic single 
dry clutch disc 

Transmission Manual 5-speed Manual 5-speed Manual 6-speed
(Automatic 7-speed DSG)

Manual 5-speed 
(Automatic 7-speed DSG)

Manual 5-speed 

Weight
Kerb weight 
– in standard version with a 75kg driver (kg) 1,079 1,133 1,153 (1,178) 1,180 (1,210) 1,189

Payload – incl. a driver and extra equipment (kg) 530 530 530 530 530
Total weight (kg) 1,534 1,588 1,608 (1,633) 1,635 (1,665) 1,644
Trailer load without brakes (max. kg) 530 560 570 (580) 590 (600) 590
Trailer load with brakes – 12% (max. kg) 800 1,000 1,100 1,100 1,100

Technical specifi cations – Fabia Combi 

  The listed values apply to the standard model 
  without extra equipment. 

 * Using low-octane fuel may affect engine performance.

 ( )  Applies to versions with automatic transmission.



ŠKODA Service
Put your car in good hands. We give you good reasons to choose 
an authorised ŠKODA service partner.  

We offer you first-class quality
Your car requires advanced technology. All the authorised ŠKODA service 
partners have special tools and quality diagnostic systems at their disposal 
to ensure the perfect functionality and reliability of your car.

Professionally trained staff by the manufacturer
The ever-rising standard of the technology used in our cars requires 
corresponding professional qualifications on the part of the staff. To meet 
this requirement, the manufacturer organises regular training for the 
authorised ŠKODA service partners in order to provide them with up-to-
date information important for their activities.

Our motto: be fair and open with our customers
Careful, professional and friendly counselling for the customers 
upon acceptance of orders is just as important to us as diligence and 
completeness with respect to repairs and maintenance work. All this is 
continuously monitored by internal quality control. 

Comprehensive range of services:
›  Service inspections 

The authorised ŠKODA service partner guarantees the performance 
of regular service inspections in accordance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions and ensures the long-term functionality of your car. The 
service schedule informs you when the service inspection must be 
done. 

›  Body and paintwork service 
Damage to the body and painted areas will be fixed by your authorised 
ŠKODA service partner in an expert manner, in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s instructions, using ŠKODA Genuine Parts. This 
is important not only for your safety, but also for functionality and 
maintaining your car’s value.

›  Courtesy car 
The authorised ŠKODA service partner can provide you with a courtesy 
car for the period of repair or service inspection.

›  Pick up and delivery service 
If you are unable to take your vehicle to the ŠKODA Service, an 
authorised ŠKODA service partner will arrange a date with you to pick 
up the car. The car will be delivered back to you after the service work 
has been completed.

The listed services represent only part of the wide range of ŠKODA Service 
offers, which may vary from country to country. Please contact your 
authorised ŠKODA service partner for further details.

ŠKODA Applications 
ŠKODA Service App – ŠKODA Service in your pocket
The ŠKODA Service application is designed for smartphones operating on 
iOS and Android systems and its purpose is to help ŠKODA customers in 
any difficult situation they may encounter on their travels.

ŠKODA Manual App – know your vehicle
The ŠKODA Manual application is aimed at users of tablet PCs who are 

interested in ŠKODA vehicles or already own one. The application contains 
a full featured digital version of the owner’s manual for all current ŠKODA 
models.

ŠKODA Genuine Accessories
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories offer you a wide assortment oriented to five 
main product groups (sport and design, music and communication, comfort 
and utility, transport and safety) and bicycle products. For more detailed 
information on the complete ŠKODA Genuine Accessories range see the 
individual ŠKODA model catalogues.

ŠKODA Genuine Parts
Safety
ŠKODA Genuine Parts are identical to those used in the assembly of ŠKODA 
vehicles. The use of first-class materials and technologies guarantees safe 
and worry-free motoring.

Availability
ŠKODA AUTO offers a complete range of parts and equipment items used 
in the vehicle’s series production and does not merely focus on high-
turnover parts. Our objective is to secure ŠKODA Genuine Parts supplies 
essential for the operation of the vehicle for a period of 15 years after the 
end of the model run.

Long service life
The use of first-rate materials and manufacturing technologies applied in 
the production of ŠKODA Genuine Parts ensure their maximum reliability 
and long life. As proof, we have extended the genuine batteries warranty 
to three years.

Environment protection
The ŠKODA Genuine Parts range includes exchange parts, which are 
manufactured with a low environmental impact in terms of waste, excess 
heat and water contamination.

Information on the internet
Information is available at www.skoda-auto.com to assist you in deciding 
which vehicle suits your needs, thanks to the detailed descriptions and 
photographs of all our models. Visit www.facebook.com/skoda and 
become a fan of ŠKODA to receive the latest updates and get in touch 
with our community.

ŠKODA Finance
ŠKODA Finance provided by ŠkoFIN offers solutions for both individuals 
and businesses. Purchase your car with favorable conditions without 
additional costs. You can learn about the current credit or lease offer 
through any authorised ŠKODA partner. 

Global fleet
The ŠKODA AUTO Global Fleet Services offer B2B fleet solutions to customers 
with all kinds of requirements. A fleet made up of ŠKODA cars offers unmatched 
roominess, long-lasting quality, safety, low total costs of ownership and as 
a result excellent value for money. You can find more information about our 
products and services at www.skoda-auto.com/fleet.

General information



The environmental logo expresses ŠKODA AUTO’s 
awareness of, responsibility for and attempts at the 
sustainable development of the company and a friendly 
approach to life and nature.    
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Your ŠKODA partner:

One of the most important goals of ŠKODA AUTO is the development and 
manufacture of products that are as environmentally friendly as possible 
throughout their life cycle phases, placing principal emphasis on the selection 
of recyclable materials. Our ŠKODA cars are produced using progressive types 
of technology in modern production facilities that meet the strictest criteria. 
Anticorrosive protection of the cars’ painted parts is based exclusively on lead-
free cataphoresis (KTL) and water-soluable paints. 

Our company strategy includes limiting fuel consumption and emissions. 
As a result, the engines we offer meet the current emission regulations. 
All ŠKODA products are made using manufacturing processes that adhere 
to the laws and regulations concerning the protection of soil and water. As 
a result of these activities, ŠKODA cars meet technical, safety, quality and 
environmental requirements. ŠKODA AUTO contributes to the preservation 
of a clean environment and provides mobility and comfort to its customers.     

Some models in this catalogue are shown fitted with optional or extra equipment 
not necessarily included in the standard equipment. All details of technical 
specifications, design, equipment, materials, guarantees and appearance were 
accurate at the time of going to print. However, the manufacturer reserves the 
right to make any changes without prior notice. The information included in this 
catalogue is for guidance only. Due to printing technology limitations, the colours 
of paints or other materials shown in this catalogue may differ from reality. For 
up-to-date information and further details on standard and optional equipment, 
current prices and delivery terms and conditions contact your authorised ŠKODA 
partner. This catalogue was printed on cellulose paper, which was bleached 
without using chlorine. The paper is 100% recyclable. 

Download the ŠKODA
Interactive Catalogue and
explore the car from every
angle.

Download the ŠKODA 
Service App to help you 
on your journeys.

Download the ŠKODA 
Manual App to get
easy access to all information
in the owner’s manual.


